In the previous version of this preprint we demonstrated that the Kolmogorov probability model has a very natural representation in a complex Hilbert space. This representation is based on the well known formula of total probability. The Kolmogorov model should be considered as a contextual probabilistic model: elements of a sigmafield represent not events, but contexts (complexes of physical conditions). To map contexts into quantum states, normalized vectors in a complex Hilbert space, we use probability distributions of two incompatible Kolmogorovian random variables, so called reference variables. Thus in our model quantum representation of the Kolmogorov model is just an image of this model through two fundamental reference variables. In quantum physics we use the position and momentum reference variables. In the previous version the Hilbert space representation was constructed only for dichotomous random varibales on the Kolmogorov space. In this version of the paper we do this for arbitrary random variables with a finite number of values. By constructing the Hilbert space representation of the conventional Kolmogorov model we demonstrated that there is no crucial difference between "classical" and "quantum" probability as it was supposed by founders of QM. "Quantum" probability is just a very special representation of "classical" probability. In particular, in our approach 1 there is no such a mystical thing as irreducible quantum randomness. However, we do not claim that quantum physics can be reduced to classical physics. The Kolmogorovian prequantum model need not be based on the classical physical space. The basic PRESPACE might have huge dimension (even infinite) and non-Euclidean topology.
there is no such a mystical thing as irreducible quantum randomness. However, we do not claim that quantum physics can be reduced to classical physics. The Kolmogorovian prequantum model need not be based on the classical physical space. The basic PRESPACE might have huge dimension (even infinite) and non-Euclidean topology.
Introduction
It is well known that the formula of total probability is one of the basic tools used in applications of the theory of probability and mathematical statistics. This formula is very useful in studying statistical inference in various models in physics, industry, economics, and biology. However, there is an extended domain of physics, namely, quantum physics, in which the conventional formula of total probability does not work.
Moreover, there is even a rather common opinion is that conventional probability theory (based on Kolmogorov's axiomatics [1] ) can not be used to describe quantum statistics. In this paper (which is of purely probabilistic interest) we would not like to discuss the fundamental problem of the possibility of a reduction of "quantum probability" to conventional probability. The problem of probabilistic foundations of quantum theory was discussed in a huge number of works in quantum physics, probability theory and statistics, see, e.g., [2] - [8] for some recent investigations.
We just pay attention to the fact that in quantum statistics we can not use the conventional formula of total probability. Instead of the standard formula, we should use the following "interference formula of total probability", see section 2. This formula could easily be derived by using the quantum calculus of probabilities in a complex Hilbert space -by performing a unitary coordinate transformation and using Born's probability postulate, see, e.g., [3] .
Such a Hilbert space derivation gives the impression that the interference of probabilities can not take place in conventional probabilistic models. Moreover, the presence of interference of probabilities in quantum theory is typically considered as the strongest argument against the possibility to use conventional probability theory based on Kolmogorov's axiomatics.
In this paper we demonstrate that the interference formula of total probability can be obtained in the conventional (Kolmogorovian) probabilistic framework by taking into account contextuality of probabilities.
The notion of contextual probability was introduced by the author to underline the dependence of probabilities on contexts -complexes of experimental physical conditions, see [7] , [8] for the details. We remark that A.N. Kolmogorov underlined (in the process of the creation of the axiomatics of modern probability theory) that every probability model (Ω, F , P) (used in applications) is determined by a complex of experimental physical conditions, see [1] (see also [9] and Gnedenko [10] ).
In this paper this ideology is extended underlining that even in the fixed Kolmogorov model all probabilities should be considered as contextual probabilities.
A dependence of probabilities on context is especially important for distributions of random variables which are sensitive to mutual disturbances induced by measurements We remark that if the disturbance is negligibly small we can forget about context dependence of probabilities. We can call such random variables Heisenbergian random variables underlining that W. Heisenberg paid the great attention to the role of mutual disturbances of physical observables in quantum theory. However, I am afraid that using such a terminology might induce the impression that we are investigating statistics of quantum systems. I should underline again that this is not the case. We would like to demonstrate that by using only contextuality of probabilities we can obtain the interference formula of total probability and some other nonconventional formulas of total probability.
In the Kolmogorovian framework contextuality is described mathematically by using the standard formalism of conditional probabilities. And we derived the interference formula of total probability by using this framework. Of course, such a derivation can be generalized to some non-Kolmogorovian models describing contextuality of probabilities. In [7] I did this by using von Mises approach to probability [11] , see also [12] . In further publications I plan to study the interference of probabilities by using the conditional theories of probability of Renyi [13] and Cox [14] .
1 However, I would like to underline that the derivation of the interference formula of total probability in the most general situation is not the aim of this paper. Our aim is to demonstrate that nontrivial "interference of probabilities" is present even in the standard Kolmogorovian model. In this purely mathematical paper I would not like to discuss physical consequences of this result. One of the evident consequences is the possibility to find interference of probabilities in classical statistical models. We remind that the main distinguishing features of quantum theory of probability is the existence of complex amplitudes of probabilities. In the abstract formalism we have the Hilbert space calculus of probabilities and corresponding operator representation of physical observables. In the opposite of the Kolmogorovian model physical observables are represented by in general noncommutative quantities. Noncommutativity is always considered as one of the characterizing quantum features.
Starting with the interference formula of total probability, we represent Kolmogorov probabilities with respect to various contexts C as squares of complex probability amplitudes, ϕ C . So we derived Born's probability rule (which is postulated in the probabilistic Hilbert space formalism) in the purely Kolmogorovian framework.
By introducing on the space E = Φ(X, C) of the functions:
where X is the configuration space of the model, a natural Hilbert space structure, we construct the Hilbert space representation of any contextual Kolmogorov probability model. Random variables are represented by in general noncommuting linear operators. We underline that (in the opposite to a rather common expectation) there exist random variables on a single Kolmogorov space, (Ω, F , P), which are represented by noncommutative operators. I hope that this investigation on "interference of probabilities" in the conventional probabilistic models might be useful for probabilists and statisticians. In particular, I hope that the interference formula of total probability in the Kolmogorovian framework can be used in some applications outside of quantum physics. I underline again that our derivation of the interference formula of total probability has nothing to do with the conventional quantum formalism. Thus in our approach the interference of probabilities has nothing to do with quantum features of statistical ensembles. In particular, such an interference of probabilities could be found for macroscopic physical systems as well as cognitive systems, see, e.g., [19] .
2 Contextual formula of total probability Let (Ω, F , P) be a Kolmogorov probability space, [1] .
By the standard Kolmogorov axiomatics sets A ∈ F represent events. In our simplest model of contextual probability -Kolmogorov contextual space -the same system of sets, F , is used to represent complexes of experimental physical conditions -contexts. We can consider a set C ∈ F as a collection of physical parameters ω describing a complex of physical conditions. This is a context-interpretation of sets C ∈ F .
By the event-interpretation of sets A ∈ F such a set A is a collection of physical parameters inducing the corresponding event (denoted by the same symbol A).
We shall sharply distinguish events and contexts on phemenological level, but we shall use the same mathematical object F to represent both events and contexts in a mathematical model. In principle, in a mathematical model events and contexts can be represented by different families of sets, see, e.g., Renye's model. We will not do this from the beginning. But later we will fix a proper subfamily of contexts C ⊂ F .
The conditional probability is mathematically defined by the Bayes' formula:
In our contextual model this probability has the meaning of the probability of occurrence of the event A under the complex of physical conditions C. Thus it is not the probability of occurrence of the event A under the condition that the event C has occurred (as it is assumed in the Kolmogorov theory).
2
Thus it would be more natural to call P(A/C) a contextual probability and not conditional probability. Roughly speaking to find P(A/C) we should find parameters ω A favouring for the occurrence of the event A among parameters ω C describing the complex of physical conditions C. Let A = {A n } be finite or countable complete group of disjoint contexts 3 :
Let B ∈ F be an event and C ∈ F be a context and let P(C) > 0. We have 2 The reader might think that the difference in interpretations is negligible. But I would like to underline that this is the crucial point of all our considerations. 3 In textbooks there is used the event termilogy -complete group of disjoint events.
the standard formula of total probability which can be easily derived:
(if P(A n C) > 0 for all n) and hence In particular, let a and b be discrete random variables taking values a i , i = 1, . . . , k a and b j , j = 1, . . . , k b , where k a , k b < ∞. We have
Let a measurement of the variable a disturb essentially physical systems ω ∈ Ω. Let us fix some complex of conditions (context) C, see [7] - [8] for detail. One cannot measure b and a simultaneously in the context C. Thus the probabilities P(b = b i /a = a n , C) are "hidden" (or ontic) probabilities. 4 However, we can measure the variable b in the context A n = {ω : a(ω) = a n }. Thus we can not prepare for the context C systems ω such that we know that simultaneously b(ω) = b i , a(ω) = a n , but we can prepare systems ω such that a(ω) = a n and in this context we can perform the b−measurement. Hence the probabilities P(b = b i /a = a n ) = P(B i /A n ) are well defined. Here
I would like to modify the formula of total probability (1) by eliminating hidden probabilities P(b = b i /a = a n , C) and using only observable probabilities P(b = b i /a = a n ) ( and there a new mathematical formalism will come). 
We denote the set of all A−contexts by the symbol C A,nd . Definition 2.2. Let A = {A n } and B = {B n } be two complete groups of disjoint contexts. They are said to be incompatible if P(B n A k ) = 0 for all n and k.
Thus B and A are incompatible iff every B n is a nondegerate context with respect to A and vice versa.
Random variables a and b inducing, see (2) , incompatible complete groups A = {A n } and B = {B k } of disjoint contexts are said to be incompatible random variables.
Theorem 2.1. (Interference formula of total probability) Let complete groups of contexts A = {A 1 , A 2 = Ω \ A 1 } and B = {B 1 , B 2 = Ω \ B 1 } be incompatible and let C ∈ C A,nd . Then the following "interference formula of total probability" holds true for any B ∈ B :
To prove Theorem we put expressions for λ and δ into (3) and we obtain identity. In fact, (3) is just a representation of the probability P(B/C) in a special way. We choose the special representation of the perturbation of δ(B/A, C) of 2 j=1 P(A j /C)P(B/A j ), namely its normalization by square root of all probabilities.
The λ(B/A, C) are called (normalized) coefficients of statistical disturbance. Coefficients λ(B/A, C) describe disturbances of probabilities induced by filtrations with respect to values a = a n in the context C. Depending on magnitudes of these coefficients we can rewrite the nonconventional formula of total probability in various forms that are useful for representing (3) as a transformation in a complex linear space or a Clifford modular, see [7] , [8] for the details.
In our further investigations we will use the following result: Lemma 2.1. Let conditions of Theorem 1 hold true. Then
As a consequence of this lemma we have:
1). Suppose that a = a n filtrations (in the context C) 5 induce statistical disturbances having relatively small coefficients λ(B/A, C), namely, for every B ∈ B |λ(B/A, C)| ≤ 1 .
In this case we can introduce new statistical parameters θ(B/A, C) ∈ [0, 2π] and represent the coefficients of statistical disturbance in the trigonometric form:
λ(B/A, C) = cos θ(B/A, C).
Parameters θ(B/A, C) are said to be relative phases of an event B with respect to a complete group of disjoint contexts A (in the context C).
In this case we obtain the following interference formula of total probability:
This is nothing other than the famous formula of interference of probabilities. 6 We demonstrated that in the opposite of the common (especially in quantum physics) opinion nontrivial interference of probabilities need not be related to some non-Kolmogorovian features of a probabilistic model. In our considerations everything is Kolmogorovian. Interference of probabilities is a consequence of the impossibility of using conditioning with respect to {a = a n , C} (to combine two contexts -C and a) for random variables a which measurement disturbs essentially physical systems ω ∈ Ω.
Starting from (7) we shall derive (first for dichotomous and then inductively for arbitrary random variables) Born's rule, construct for any context C a complex probability amplitude, introduce a Hilbert space structure on the space of complex amplitudes and represent random variables on the Kolmogorov probability space by (in general noncommutative) operators in the Hilbert space.
2). Suppose that a = a n filtrations induce statistical disturbances having relatively large coefficients λ(B/A, C), namely, for every B ∈ B |λ(B/A, C)| ≥ 1 .
In this case we can introduce new statistical parameters θ(B/A, C) ∈ (−∞, +∞) and represent the coefficients of statistical disturbance in the trigonometric form:
Parameters θ(B/A, C) are said to be hyperbolic relative phases of an event B with respect to a complete group of disjoint contexts A (in the context C).
3). Suppose that a = a n filtrations induce for some n statistical disturbances having relatively small coefficients λ(B/A, C) and for other n statistical disturbances having relatively large coefficients λ(B/A, C). Here we have the interference formula of total probability containing trigonometric as well as hyperbolic interference terms.
In our further considerations the complete groups of disjoint contexts A and B will correspond to some incompatible random variables a and b. Therefore it would be convenient to operate just with symbols a and b. In particular, we shall often use the symbols
3 Quantum representation for dichotomous random variables.
We consider the model with trigonometric interference. We set
We call elements of C tr trigonometric contexts. We shall see that QM can be interpreted as a representation of trigonometric contexts. As we shall consider only trigonometric contexts, we shall omit the upper index and use simply the symbol: C ≡ C tr . 3.1. Interference and complex probability amplitude, Born's rule. Let us study in more detail the case of incompatible dichotomous random variables a = a 1 , a 2 , b = b 1 , b 2 . This pair of variables will be fixed. We call such variables reference variables. For each pair a, b of reference variables we construct a representation of the contextual Kolmogorov model in the Hilbert space ("quantum-like representation"). We set Y = {a 1 , a 2 }, X = {b 1 , b 2 } ("spectra" of random variables a and b). Let C ∈ C be a nongenerate context for both random variables a and b. We set
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y. The interference formula of total probability (7) can be written in the following form
where
and
By using the elementary formula:
for A, B > 0, θ ∈ [0, 2π], we can represent the probability p b C (x) as the square of the complex amplitude (Born's rule):
We set
It is important to underline that since for each x ∈ X phases θ C (x) can be chosen in two ways (by choosing signs + or -) a representation of contexts by complex amplitudes is not uniquely defined. 7 We denote the space of functions: ϕ : X → C by the symbol E = Φ(X, C). Since X = {b 1 , b 2 }, the E is the two dimensional complex linear space. Dirac's δ−functions {δ(b 1 − x), δ(b 2 − x)} form the canonical basis in this space. We shall see (Proposition 5.1) that under natural assumption on the matrices of transition probabilities
By using the representation (12) we construct the map
The J b/a maps contexts (complexes of, e.g., physical conditions) into complex amplitudes. The representation (11) of probability as the square of the absolute value of the complex (b/a)−amplitude is nothing other than the famous Born rule.
Remark 3.1. We underline that the complex linear space representation (12) of the set of contexts C is based on a pair (a, b) of incompatible (Kolmogorovian) random variables. Here
We call random variables a, b reference variables. Such a pair of variables determines a "probabilistic system of coordinates" on a contextual Kolmogorov space.
The complex amplitude ϕ C (x) can be called a wave function of the complex of physical conditions, context C, cf [14] - [16] , or a (pure) state.
We recall that we obtained complex probability amplitudes in the conventional Kolmogorov framework without appealing to the standard wave or Hilbert space arguments. As we shall see, the map J b/a gives a quantumlike representation of conventional Kolmogorov probability space.
In principle, we can represent each context C ∈ C by a family of complex amplitudes:
For such complex amplitudes we also have Born's rule (11) . However, to simplify considerations we shall consider only the representation (12) and the map (13) induced by this representation. 3.2. Hilbert space representation of Born's rule for the b-variable. We set e b x (·) = δ(x − ·) The Born's rule for complex amplitudes (11) can be rewritten in the following form:
where the scalar product in the space E = Φ(X, C) is defined by the standard formula:
The system of functions {e b x } x∈X is an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space H = (E, (·, ·)) Remark 3.2 (On the mystery of Born's rule) The rule (11) connecting probability with the wave function was postulated by M. Born. Then it was generalized by P. Dirac and J. von Neumann in the Hilbert space formalismin the form (15) . We recall that M. Born just postulated (11) . This postulate appeared as a footnote in his paper. M. Born was not able to present a derivation or an explanation of his rule. Dirac and von Neumann just formally copied this rule. The origin of the Born's rule is still one of the greatest mysteries of QM. In fact, this rule is a bridge between the conventional probability theory and quantum probability. Everybody working in QM uses this bridge practically everyday. Nevertheless, nobody has any idea why this bridge can be used. Nobody could explain why Kolmogorov theory works in a huge domain of science (e.g., the classical statististical physics), but it does not work in QM. I cannot say that the Born's rule was "derived" in our contextual model. What we did is that we showed that a contextual Kolmogorov space can be represented by complex amplitudes (or by normalized vectors of a Hilbert space), i.e., as a quantum-like model, and the Born's probability rule connects these two models.
Let X ⊂ R. By using the Hilbert space representation (15) of the Born's rule we obtain the Hilbert space representation of the expectation of the (Kolmogorovian) random variable b: By (17) the conditional expectation of the Kolmogorovian random variable b is represented with the aid of the self-adjoint operatorb. Therefore it is natural to represent this random variable (in the Hilbert space model) by the operatorb. We set
We remark that the coefficients u
We also consider the matrix of transition probabilities P b/a = (p ij ). It is always a stochastic matrix. 8 We have, see (14) , that
Hence p
This is the interference representation of probabilities that is used, e.g., in quantum formalism. 9 We recall that we obtained (19) starting with the interference formula of total probability, (9).
3.3. Hilbert space representation of Born's rule for the a-variable; double stochasticity of the matrix of transition probabilities. We would like to have Born's rule not only for the b-variable, but also for the a-variable. As we shall see, we cannot be lucky in the general case. Starting from two arbitrary incompatible (Kolmogorovian) random variables a and b we obtained a complex linear space representation of the probabilistic model which is essentially more general than the standard quantum representation. In our (more general) linear representation the "dual variable" a need not be represented by a symmetric operator (matrix) in the Hilbert space H generated by the b. We recall that in QM both reference variables (the position and the momentum) are represented in the same Hilbert space.
For any context C 0 , we can represent the corresponding wave function ϕ = ϕ C 0 in the form:
Here {e a i } is a system of vectors in E corresponding to the a−observable. We suppose that vectors {e 
Here V = (v ij ) is the matrix corresponding to the transformation of complex amplitudes: v 11 = u 11 , v 21 = u 21 and v 12 = e iθ 1 u 21 , v 22 = e iθ 2 u 22 . We would like to find a class of matrixes V such that Born's rule (in the Hilbert space form), see (15) , holds true also in the a−basis:
By (20) we have the Born's rule (22) iff {e a i } was an orthonormal basis, i.e., the V was a unitary matrix.
Remark 3.3. (On the origin of unitarity) In our model unitarity appeared as a consequence of the Born's rule. To construct a representation of the conventional Kolmogorov space in which the Born's rule would hold true for both reference variables we should choose a representation in such a way that the matrix V will be unitary. However, the V does not belong to the original Kolmogorovian model. The V is an element of a quantum-like model. Therefore we should find constraints in terms of the Kolmogorovian model. We shall see that reference random variables should be chosen in a rather special way and, moreover, there is a special constraint on phases (determing a representation).
Since we study the two-dimensional case (i.e., dichotomous random variables), V ≡ V b/a is unitary iff the matrix of transition probabilities P b/a is double stochastic and e iθ 1 = −e iθ 2 or
We recall that a matrix is double stochastic if it is stochastic, i.e., p j1 + p j2 = 1, and, moreover,
Any matrix of transition probabilities is stochastic (as a consequence of additivity of the conditional probability), but in general it is not double stochastic. We remark that the constraints (23) on phases and the double stochasticity constraint (24) are not independent: Lemma 3.1. Let a and b be incompatible random variables and let the matrix of transition probabilities P b/a be double stochastic. Then:
for any context C ∈ C.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have:
But for a double stochastic matrix (p(x/y)) we have:
Since random variables a and b are incompatible, we have p(x/y) = 0, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y. Since C ∈ C A , we have p a C (y) = 0, y ∈ Y. We obtain (25). By Lemma 3.1 we have two different possibilities to choose phases:
By (23) to obtain the Born's rule for the a-variable we should choose phases θ C 0 (b i ), i = 1, 2, in such a way that
If
] and vice versa. Lemma 3.1 is very important since by it (in the case when reference observables are chosen in such way that the matrix of transition probabilities is double stochastic) we can always choose θ C 0 (b j ), j = 1, 2, to satisfy (26). The delicate feature of the presented construction of the a-representation is that the basis e a j depends on the context C 0 : e a j = e a j (C 0 ). And the Born's rule, in fact, has the form:
We would like to use (as in the conventional quantum formalism) one fixed a-basis for all contexts C ∈ C. We may try to use for all contexts C ∈ C the basis e a j ≡ e a j (C 0 ) corresponding to one fixed context C 0 . We shall see that this is really the fruitful strategy.
Lemma 3.2 Let the matrix of transition probabilities P
b/a be double stochastic and let for any context C ∈ C phases θ C (b j ) be chosen as
Then for any context C ∈ C we have the Born's rule for the basis e a j ≡ e a j (C 0 ) constructed for a fixed context C 0 :
Proof. Let C 0 be some fixed context. We take the basic {e a j (C 0 )} (and the matric V (C 0 )) corresponding to this context. For any C ∈ C, we would like to represent the wave function φ C as
It is clear that, for any C ∈ C, we can represent the wave function as
Thus to obtain (29) we should have:
for any pair of contexts C 0 and C 1 . By using the relations (27) between phases
The constraint (27) essentially restricted the class of complex amplitudes which can be used to represent a context C ∈ C. Any C can be represented only by two amplitudes ϕ(x) andφ(x) corresponding to the two possible choices of θ C (b 1 ) (in [0, π] or (π, 2π)).
By Lemma 3.2 we obtain the following result playing the fundamental role in our approach: If P b/a is double stochastic we have a quantum-like representation not only for the conditional expectation of the variable b, see (17) , but also for the variable a :
where the self-adjoint operator (symmetric matrix)â : E → E is determined by its eigenvectors:âe a j = a j e a j . By (31) it is natural to represent the random variable a by the operatorâ. Of course, the representation of random variables by linear operators is just a convenient mathematical tool to represent the average of a random variable by using only the Hilbert space structure.
Let us denote the unit sphere in the Hilbert space E = Φ(X, C) by the symbol S. The map J b/a : C → S need not be a surjection (injection), see examples in section 6. In general the set of (pure) states corresponding to a contextual Kolmogorov space
is just a proper subset of the sphere S. The structure of the set of pure states S C is determined by the Kolmogorov space. As in the conventional quantum formalism we can also consider the map
HereΦ(X, C) is the space of equivalent classes of functions under the equivalence relation: ϕ equivalent ψ iff ϕ = tψ, t ∈ C,|t| = 1, andJ b/a (C) = tφ C , t ∈ C,|t| = 1, where C ∈C.
3.4. Extension of the Hilbert space representation map. The sets A i are not contexts with respect to A, since P(A 1 A 2 ) = 0. Thus J b/a (A i ) cannot be defined by (12) . It is natural to extend the map J b/a to sets A i by setting J b/a (A i ) = e a i , i = 1, 2. We set
Thus we have constructed the Hilbert space representation:
10 Here λ(B i /a, C) = 0 and hence (for x ∈ X) :
π. In the first case we have
The second choice of phases gives the representation of C by the complex amplitude which is conjugate to (33). We set
Contexts C ∈ C 0 are said to be b/a-nonsensitive contexts. These are complexes of physical (or, e.g., social) conditions C such that a measurement of a under C does not disturb the probability distribution of b. We remark that Ω always belong to C 0 . However, in general C 0 = {Ω}, see section 6. By considering contexts C ∈ C 0 we would not see any difference between "classical" and "quantum" probability. There is no interference effect for probability distributions of variables a and b. We can use the conventional formula of total probability (1) instead of interference formula (3). Thus from the probabilistic viewpoint contexts C ∈ C 0 are "classical." But only for variables a and b!. Such contexts can be "nonclassical" for another pair a ′ , b ′ of reference variables. 3.6. Non injectivity of the Hilbert space representation map. Let C 1 , C 2 ∈ C be contexts such that probability distributions of random variables a and b under C 1 and C 2 , respectively, coincide:
In such a case λ(b = x/a, C 1 ) = λ(b = x/a, C 2 ) and θ(b = x/a, C 1 ) = ±θ(b = x/a, C 2 ). If there is such a coincidence of probability distributions for only a pair of contexts (C 1 , C 2 ), then we can represent C 1 and C 2 by two different complex amplitudes, ϕ C 2 =φ C 1 . But if we have the coincidence for a triple of contexts (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) then it would be impossible to represent them by different complex amplitudes. We should choose ϕ
3.7. Nonquantum Hilbert space representations of Kolmogorov spaces. Of course, for arbitrary random variables a and b the matrix P b/a need not be double stochastic. In this case we could not obtain Born's rule both for the b and a variables. In general, for each random variable we should introduce its own scalar product and corresponding Hilbert space: 
a | 2 and so on. However, the cruicial difficulty is that, as we have already discussed, e a j = e a j (C 0 ) and, in fact, for any context C 0 ∈ C we constructed its own Hilbert space representation for the a-variable: H a = H a (C 0 ). In the same way as in section 3.3 we obtain that we would be able to use the same representation for contexts C and C 0 if the condition (30) holds true. Thus we should have:
where α is some phase (if P b/a is double stochastic then α = π).
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that P b/a is not double stochastic and C = C 0 . Then there is no such an α that
for all contexts C ∈ C.
To prove this theorem we need the following generalization of Lemma 3.1: Lemma 3.1a. Let a and b be incompatible random variables. Then for any context C ∈ C the following equality holds true:
It is also easy to obtain:
Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 3.1a we have: −k cos θ C (b 1 ) = cos(θ C (b 1 )+ α) We take C = Ω and obtain: cos(θ
and α = 0, π mod 2π. Since C = C 0 there exists a context C such that cos θ C (b 1 ) = 0. If α = 0 then cos θ C (b 1 )(k + 1) = 0. This contradicts to the positivity of k. Let α = π. Then cos θ C (b 1 )(k − 1) = 0. Thus k = 1. But this implies (by Proposition 1) that P b/a is double stochastic.
Despite Theorem 3.2, we can still hope that there can be found some extended family C ′ of contexts such that (34) would hold true for contexts C ∈ C ′ . But it is impossible:
Then P b/a is double stochastic.
By (36) we have that cos θ−θ ′ 2 = 0 and hence −k cos
By (36) we have that sin θ−θ ′ 2 = 0 and hence −k sin
+ α). Thus k 2 = 1 and hence k = 1. By proposition 1 the matrix P b/a is double stochastic.
Thus if P b/a is not double stochastic then every surface M t = {C ∈ C : |λ(b 1 /a, C)| = t}, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, in the space of contexts is represented in its own Hilbert space H a (t). 
Noncommutativity of operators representing Kolmogorovian random variables
Let the matrix of transition probabilities P b/a be double stochastic. We consider in this section the case of real valued random variables. Here spectra of random variables b and a are subsets of R.
Thus the vectors of the a-basis, see (21), have the following form:
Since θ 2 = θ 1 + π, we get e Starting with the b-representation -complex amplitudes φ C (x) defined on the spectrum (range of values) of a random variable b -we constructed the a-representation. This construction is natural (i.e., it produces the Born's probability rule) only when the P b/a is double stochastic. We would like to have a symmetric model. So by starting with the a-representation -complex amplitudes φ C (y) defined on the spectrum (range of values) of a random variable a -we would like to construct the natural b-representation. Thus both matrices of transition probabilities P b/a and P a/b should be double stochastic.
Theorem 5. 
) ≥ 1 and we have the trigonometric behaviour only in the case µ 1 = µ 2 . Thus:
In this case λ(B 2 /a, B 1 ) = −1, so we can choose, e.g. θ(B 2 /a, B 1 ) = π, and consequently θ(B 1 /a, B 1 ) = 0. We pay attention to the fact that p
Thus we have:
In the same way by using conditioning with respect to B 2 we obtain:
By using double stochasticity of P b/a we can rewrite the last equality as
Thus by (37) and (38) we have:
.
To finish the proof we need the following well known result: Lemma 5.1. Both matrices of transition probabilities P b/a and P a/b are double stochastic iff the transition probabilities are symmetric, i.e.,
This is equivalent that random variables a and b have the uniform probability distribution:
. This Lemma has important physical consequences. A natural (Bornian) Hilbert space representation of contexts can be constructed only on the basis of a pair of (incompatible) uniformly distributed random variables.
Lemma 5.2. Let both matrices P b/a and P a/b be double stochastic. Then
Proof.
By (40) 
Proof. Because θ(B 1 /A,B 1 ) = 0 we have:
Because θ(B 2 /A,B 1 ) = π we have
Thus in this case:
. Thus in the case when both matrices of transition probabilities P a/b and P b/a are double stochastic (i.e., both reference variables a and b are uniformly distributed) the Born's rule has the form:
6 Complex amplitudes of probabilities in the case of multivaried reference variables
The general case of random variables taking n ≥ 2 different values can be (inductively) reduced to the case of dichotomous random variables. We consider two incompatible random variables taking n values: b = b 1 , . . . , b n and a = a 1 , . . . , a n . We start with some evident generalizations of results presented in section 2.
Proposition 6.1. (The formula of total probability)Let conditions of Lemma 1 hold true and let P(D j C) = 0. Then
(Contextual formula of total probability)Let conditions of Proposition 1 hold true and let P(BD j ) = 0, j = 1, 2. Then
We remark that if D = {D 1 , D 2 } is a complete group of disjoint contexts then the formula (44) coincides with the interference formula of total probability, see section 2.
In the construction of a Hilbert space representation of contexts for multivalued observables there will be used the following combination of formulas (42) and (44).
Lemma 6.2. Let conditions of Lemma 6.1 hold true and let P(BD 1 ), P(CD 1 ) and P(BD 2 C) be strictly positive. Then
Suppose that coefficients of statistical disturbance µ and λ are bounded by 1. Then we can represent them in the trigonometric form:
By inserting these cos-expressions in (44) and (46) we obtain trigonometric transformations of probabilities. We have (by Lemma 2):
Suppose that the coefficients of statistical disturbance are relatively small for all x ∈ X : |µ(B x /{A 1 , A 2 ∪ . . . ∪ A n }, C)| ≤ 1. Then we can represent these coefficients as
Thus the probability P(B x /C) ≡ P(B x (A 1 ∪ . . . ∪ A n )/C) can be represented as the square of the absolute value of the complex amplitude:
where the phase γ
(1)
In the same way the probability in the second summand can be represented as: By supposing that these coefficients of statistical disturbance are bounded by 1 we represent the probability as the square of the absolute value of the complex amplitude:
C (x) = P(B x /A 2 )P(A 2 /C) + e It is supposed that at each step we obtain coefficients |µ| bounded by 1. At the step j = n − 1 we should represent the probability P(B x (A n−1 ∪ A n )/C). Here we can already totally eliminate the C-contextuality for B x : P(B x (A n−1 ∪ A n )/C) = P(B x /A n−1 )P(A n−1 /C) + P(B x /A n )P(A n /C) +2λ(B x /{A n−1 , A n }) P(B x /A n−1 )P(A n−1 /C)P(B x /A n )P(A n /C), where the coefficient of statistical disturbance λ was defined by (45). And if |λ| is bounded by 1 then we can represent the probability as the square of the absolute value of the complex amplitude: ϕ (n−1) C (x) = P(B x /A n−1 )P(A n−1 /C) + e iθ C (x) P(B x /A n )P(A n /C), where θ C (x) = ± arccos λ(x/{A n−1 , A n }, C).
We have:
where α 
= arccos P(B x /A n−1 )P(A n−1 /C) + λ(B x /{A n−1 , A n }, C) P(B x /A n )P(A n /C) P(B x (A n−1 ∪ A n )/C) .
Thus we have:
ϕ C (x) = P(B x /A 1 )P(A 1 /C) + e i[γ C (x) = 0 (this is just due to our special choice of a representation) and β Thus by inductive splitting of multivalued variables into dichotomous variables we represented contextual probabilities by complex amplitudes ϕ C (x). This representation is Bornian, i.e., the (??) holds true for x ∈ X.
By using the standard in this paper symbols p(x/y) = P(B x /A y ) and p 
C (x) = γ
C (x), β
C (x) = β
C (x) + θ C (x). We remark that each phase β We can proceed in the same way as in the case of dichotomous random variables, see section 3,4.
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